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AN ACT
STRENGTHENING THE WITNESS PROTECTION, SECURITY 
AND BENEFIT PROGRAM, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE 

REPUBLIC ACT NO. 6981, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE 
■WITNESS PROTECTION, SECURITY AND BENEFIT ACT", AND 

PROVIDING ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The role of witnesses in an administrative, criminal or legislative investigation 
is very important in ensuring the success of any case that may be filed in relation to 
the said investigation. The lives, property, reputation, and safety of witnesses, as 
well as those of their family are at stake. People whom they testify against may hurt 
or kill them or any member of their family. Therefore, it is necessary that witnesses 
are protected and accorded protection and benefits.

The Congress has already addressed these concerns by enacting Republic 
Act No. 6981, otherwise known as the “Witness Protection, Security and Benefit Act”. 
As much as the said law has benefitted many witnesses who have become part of 
the witness protection program, it is timely that it is amended to strengthen the 
witness protection, security and benefit program by giving more benefits to the 
witnesses and their specified family members in consideration of the possibie 
outcome of the witnesses decision to come out and pursue cases against those who 
they know have committed crimes. Also, this bill seeks to provide benefits to the 
children of the witnesses which will compensate for the prolonged absence of the 
witnesses in the lives of their family due to admission in the program. Moreover, the 
author deems it just that in case the witnesses are killed by reason of their admission 
in the program, their family will be compensated in the amount of Five Hundred 
Thousand Pesos (500,000.00).




















